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We present spectroscopic measurements of the Autler-Townes doublet and the sidebands of the
Mollow triplet in a driven superconducting qubit. The ground to first excited state transition of
the qubit is strongly pumped while the resulting dressed qubit spectrum is probed with a weak
tone. The corresponding transitions are detected using dispersive read-out of the qubit coupled
off-resonantly to a microwave transmission line resonator. The observed frequencies of the Autler-
Townes and Mollow spectral lines are in good agreement with a dispersive Jaynes-Cummings model
taking into account higher excited qubit states and dispersive level shifts due to off-resonant drives.

When a two-level system is driven on resonance with
a strong monochromatic field, the excited state popula-
tion undergoes coherent Rabi oscillations. This coherent
process is reflected in the appearance of two sidebands
offset by the Rabi frequency from the main qubit transi-
tion in the spectrum. This leads to a three peaked flu-
orescence spectrum referred to as the Mollow triplet [1].
When probing transitions into a third atomic level, two
characteristic spectroscopic lines separated by the Rabi
frequency appear, a feature which is called the Autler-
Townes doublet [2]. The Mollow triplet and the Autler-
Townes doublet were observed for the first time in an
atomic beam of sodium [3] and in a He-Ne discharge laser
[4], respectively. Later they have been measured in single
molecules [5, 6], single atoms [7] and more recently also
in quantum dots [8–10].

Here we present experiments in which we spectroscop-
ically probe Mollow sideband and Autler-Townes tran-
sitions in a strongly driven superconducting quantum
electronic circuit with discrete energy levels [11]. The
properties of superconducting qubits dressed by strong
drive fields have also been studied experimentally in
Refs. 12, 13. Other examples of spectroscopic tech-
niques used in the context of superconducting qubits
include multi-photon spectroscopy with photons of the
same [14, 15] and of different frequencies [16], amplitude
spectroscopy [17], side-band spectroscopy of coupled sys-
tems [18] and pump/probe spectroscopy [19]. In several
experiments it has also been shown that artifical atoms
based on superconducting circuits show quantum optical
effects as real atoms do [20]. Single photons [21], Fock
states generation [22] and lasing effects in a Cooper pair
box [23] have been demonstrated.

In the experiments presented here, we use a version
of the Cooper pair box [24], called transmon qubit [25],
as our multilevel quantum system. States of increas-
ing energies are labelled |l〉 with l = g, e, f, h, i, . . .
The transition frequency ωge between the ground |g〉
and first excited state |e〉 is approximated by h̄ωge ≈
√

8ECEmax
J | cos 2πΦ/Φ0| − EC [25], where EC/h =

233MHz is the charging energy and Emax
J /h = 32.8GHz

is the maximum Josephson energy. The transition fre-
quency ωge can be controlled by an external magnetic
flux Φ applied to the SQUID loop formed by the two
Josephson junctions of the qubit. The transition fre-
quency from the first |e〉 to the second excited state |f〉 is
given by ωef = ωge − α, where α ≈ 2πEC/h is the qubit
anharmonicity [25]. The qubit is strongly coupled to a
coplanar waveguide resonator with resonance frequency
ωr/2π = 6.439GHz and photon decay rate κ/2π ≈ 1.6
MHz. A schematic circuit diagram of the setup is shown
in Fig 1(a).

When the ground to first excited state transition of
the qubit is in resonance with the resonator (∆ge =
ωge − ωr = 0), the strong coupling gives rise to the vac-
uum Rabi mode splitting [15, 19, 26] from which we have
determined a dipole coupling strength gge/2π = 133MHz
between the first two energy levels. In the non-resonant
regime, where the qubit is far detuned from the resonator
(|∆ge| ≫ gge), the system is described by the gener-
alized Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian in the dispersive
limit [25]

HJC ≈h̄
[

ωr − χge|g〉〈g| +
∑

l=e,f,...

(χl−1,l − χl,l+1)|l〉〈l|
]

a†a

+ h̄ωg|g〉〈g| + h̄
∑

l=e,f,...

(ωl + χl−1,l)|l〉〈l|. (1)

In the first term, χge and (χl−1,l − χl,l+1) describe both
the qubit-state dependent resonator frequency shift and
the ac-Stark shift of the qubit energy levels [25, 27, 28].
The dispersive frequency shift χl,l+1 = g2

l,l+1
/∆l,l+1 is

determined by the coupling strength gl,l+1 between the
levels |l〉 and |l + 1〉 mediated by the resonator field and
the detuning frequency ∆l,l+1 = ωl,l+1 − ωr. a (a†) are
the annihilation (creation) operators of the single mode
field. In the last term, χl−1,l describes the Lamb shift of
the transmon levels due to the dispersive coupling of the
qubit to vacuum fluctuations in the resonator [29].

We measure the Autler-Townes and the Mollow spec-
tral lines according to the scheme shown in Fig. 1(b).
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FIG. 1: (a) Simplified circuit diagram of the measurement
setup analogous to the one used in Ref. [19]. In the center at
the 20 mK stage, the qubit is coupled capacitively through Cg

to the resonator, represented by a parallel LC oscillator, and
the resonator is coupled to the input and output transmis-
sion lines over capacitances Cin and Cout. Three microwave
signal generators are used to apply the measurement νrf and
drive and probe tones νdrive/probe to the input port of the res-
onator. The transmitted measurement signal is then ampli-
fied by an ultra-low noise amplifier at 1.5 K, down-converted
with an IQ-mixer and a local oscillator (LO) to an intermedi-
ate frequency at 300K and digitized with an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). (b) Energy-level diagram of a bare three-
level system with states |g〉, |e〉, |f〉 ordered with increasing
energy. Drive and probe transitions are indicated by black
and red/blue arrows, respectively. (c) Energy-level diagram
of the dipole coupled dressed states with the coherent drive
tone. Possible transitions induced by the probe tone between
the dressed states and the third qubit level (ν

−,f ,ν+,f ) and
between the dressed states (ν

−,+, ν+,−) are indicated with
blue and red arrows.

First, we tune the qubit to the frequency ωge/2π ≈
4.811GHz, where it is strongly detuned from the res-
onator by ∆/2π = 1.63GHz. We then strongly drive
the transition |g〉 → |e〉 with a first microwave tone of
amplitude ε applied to the qubit at the fixed frequency
ωd = 4.812GHz. The drive field is described by the
Hamiltonian Hd = h̄ε(a†e−iωdt + aeiωdt) where the drive
amplitude ε is given in units of a frequency. The qubit
spectrum is then probed by sweeping a weak second mi-
crowave signal over a wide range of frequencies ωp includ-
ing ωge and ωef . Simultaneously, amplitude T and phase
φ of a microwave signal applied to the resonator are mea-
sured [26]. We have adjusted the measurement frequency
to the qubit state-dependent resonance of the resonator
under qubit driving for every value of ε. Figures 2(a)
and (b) show the measurement response T and φ for se-
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FIG. 2: (a) Autler-Townes spectrum as a function of drive
amplitude ε. Traces are normalized to the maximum trans-
mission through the resonator, and separated from each other
with a vertical offset of 0.5. (b) Mollow spectrum in phase.
Traces are offset by 30 degrees. Black solid lines are fits to
Lorentzians. Peaks not fitted with Lorentzians correspond to
the phase response of the Autler-Townes doublet.

lected values of ε. For drive amplitudes ε/2π > 65MHz,
two peaks emerge in amplitude from the single Lorentzian
line at frequency ωef corresponding to the Autler-Townes
doublet, see Fig. 2(a). The signal corresponding to the
sidebands of the Mollow triplet is visible at high drive am-
plitudes ε/2π > 730MHz in phase, see Fig. 2(b). Black
lines in Fig. 2 are fits of the data to Lorentzians from
which the dressed qubit resonance frequencies are ex-
tracted.

An intuitive model explaining those two effects can
be given in the dressed state picture [30]. In the situ-
ation where the drive is exactly on resonance with the
qubit, the bare states |n, g〉 and |n − 1, e〉 of the uncou-
pled atom-field system are degenerate, where n is the
average number of photons in the coherent drive. The
dipole coupling splits the energy levels by the Rabi fre-
quency h̄ΩR and forms an energy ladder of doublets sep-
arated by the energy of the drive photons h̄ωd. The
new dressed eigenstates dipole coupled to the field are
symmetric and antisymmetric superpositions of the bare
states |n,±〉 = |n, g〉 ± |n − 1, e〉, see Fig. 1(c). In
the limit n ≫ √

n, the allowed transitions between
dressed state doublets appear at frequencies ω0 = ωge,
ω+,− = ωge − ΩR and ω−,+ = ωge + ΩR which are the
central line and the two sidebands of the Mollow triplet,
respectively, indicated by black and red arrows in Fig. 1c.
The central line is not observed in our measurements as
the corresponding transition is completely saturated by
the strong drive tone. Similarly, transitions from one
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FIG. 3: Measured Autler-Townes doublet (blue dots) and
Mollow triplet sideband frequencies (red dots) vs. drive power
Pd at a fixed drive frequency ωd/2π = 4.812 GHz. Black solid
lines are transition frequencies calculated by numerically diag-
onalizing the Hamiltonian (3) taking into account the lowest
5 transmon levels.

pair of dressed levels |n + 1,±〉 to the third level |f〉 at
frequencies ω±,f = ωef ∓ΩR/2 correspond to the Autler-
Townes doublet. The splitting of the dressed states is
only well resolved, when ΩR is considerably larger than
the qubit linewidth.

The frequencies of the Autler-Townes doublet (blue
data points) and of the Mollow triplet sidebands (red
data points) extracted from the Lorentzian fits in
Fig. 2(a) and (b) are plotted in Fig. 3. The split-
ting of the spectral lines in pairs separated by ΩR and
2ΩR, respectively, is observed for Rabi frequencies up
to ΩR/2π ≈ 300MHz corresponding to about 6% of the
qubit transition frequency ωge.

In the simplest model, the continuous classical drive
at frequency ωd is expected to induce Rabi oscillations
between the qubit levels |l〉 and |l + 1〉 at the frequency
[31]

Ωl,l+1 ≈ 2εgl,l+1

ωr − ωd

, (2)

depending linearly on the drive amplitude ε. Therefore,
one would expect that the strong drive at the qubit tran-
sition frequency ωd ≈ ωge should lead to a square-root
dependence of the Autler-Townes and Mollow spectral
lines on the drive power Pd ∝ ε2. However, the Autler-
Townes spectral lines show a clear power dependent shift,
see Fig. 3, and the splitting of both pairs of lines scales
weaker than linearly with ε.

These effects can be fully understood calculating the
different transition frequencies by numerically diagonaliz-
ing the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian in the dispersive

limit including the coherent drive on the qubit

H ≈ HJC +
∑

l

Ωl,l+1

2
(|l〉〈l + 1|eiωdt + h.c.). (3)

Here we take into account only the drive terms between
nearest neighbor energy levels since other transitions are
strongly suppressed due to the near harmonicity of the
transmon [25]. This model is in good agreement with
our data when considering the lowest 5 qubit levels, see
solid black lines in Fig. 3. Because of the low anharmonic-
ity [25] and large drive amplitude, many qubit levels must
be included in the description. The calibration factor be-
tween the externally applied drive amplitude and ε is the
only free parameter in the fit.

Numerical diagonalization of Eq. (3) also leads to a
qualitative understanding of the amplitude and phase in-
formation contained in the measurement signal. This is
done by first calculating the pulled cavity frequencies us-
ing the pre-factor of a†a in HJC . Since the measurement
rate is small [32], the measured signal is given by the
averaged response of all the dressed-state pulled frequen-
cies contained in the steady-state reached by the qubit
under the strong drive tone. In the Autler-Townes con-
figuration, the weak probe tone transfers a small pop-
ulation from the dressed ground and excited states to
the dressed f state, resulting in a change in the cav-
ity frequency and a drop of transmitted signal. On the
other hand, in the Mollow configuration, population is
exchanged by the probe tone from the g to the e dressed-
states. At low drive power, the dressed g and e states are
equal superpositions of the bare g and e states such that
no signal is measured. As the power is increased, these
states get dressed in different proportion with f and a
signal is measured.

Finally, plotting the difference between the two Autler-
Townes spectral lines (blue data points) and the side-
bands of the Mollow spectrum (red data points) versus
drive amplitude ε, the nonlinearity of the dressed state
splitting becomes more apparent, see Fig. 4(a). The
dashed line shows the linear dependence of the Rabi fre-
quency Eq. (2) on the drive amplitude ε, which only fits
to the data at low ε. The non-linear dependence at high
ε, instead, agrees very well only with our full model, black
solid line.

To confirm the direct relationship between the mea-
sured dressed state splitting frequency and the Rabi oscil-
lation frequency of the excited state population we have
also performed time resolved measurements of the Rabi
frequency up to 100MHz, see Fig. 4(c). The extracted
Rabi frequencies (orange data points) are in good agree-
ment with the spectroscopically measured Rabi frequen-
cies (blue squares) over the range of accessible ε, as shown
in Fig. 4(b)

In conclusion, we have observed the dressed state split-
ting of the strongly driven energy levels of a supercon-
ducting qubit. The frequencies of the Autler-Townes
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FIG. 4: (a) Extracted splitting frequencies of the Mollow
triplet sidebands (red dots) and the Autler-Townes doublet
(blue dots) as a function of the drive field amplitude. Dashed
lines: Rabi frequencies obtained with Eq. (2). Black solid
lines: Rabi frequencies calculated by numerically diagonaliz-
ing the Hamiltonian Eq. (3) taking into account 5 transmon
levels. (b) Zoom in of the region in the orange rectangle in
(a). Orange dots: Rabi frequency Ωge vs. drive amplitude
ε extracted from time resolved Rabi oscillation experiments,
lines as in (a). (c) Rabi oscillation measurements between
states |g〉 and |e〉 with ΩR/2π = 50MHz and 85 MHz.

doublet and sidebands of the Mollow triplet determined
using a dispersive measurement technique are in excel-
lent agreement with theory. Splittings corresponding to
Rabi frequencies of up to 300MHz have been observed
spectroscopically and are consistent with time resolved
measurements. Dressed state splittings have also been
suggested to realize tunable coupling between two qubits
biased at their optimal points [33]. Our measurements
are the first step towards the realization of this protocol.
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